We report our experiences porting Spark to large production HPC systems. While Spark performance in a data center installation (with local disks) is dominated by the network, our results show that file system metadata access latency can dominate in a HPC installation using Lustre: it determines single node performance up to 4⇥ slower than a typical workstation. We evaluate a combination of software techniques and hardware configurations designed to address this problem. For example, on the software side we develop a file pooling layer able to improve per node performance up to 2.8⇥. On the hardware side we evaluate a system with a large NVRAM bu↵er between compute nodes and the backend Lustre file system: this improves scaling at the expense of per-node performance. Overall, our results indicate that scalability is currently limited to O(10 2 ) cores in a HPC installation with Lustre and default Spark. After careful configuration combined with our pooling we can scale up to O(10 4 ). As our analysis indicates, it is feasible to observe much higher scalability in the near future.
INTRODUCTION
Frameworks such as Hadoop [30] and Spark [32] provide a productive high level programming interface for large scale data processing and analytics. Through specialized runtimes they attain good performance and resilience on data center systems for a robust ecosystem of application specific libraries [14, 22, 5] . This combination resulted in widespread adoption that continues to open new problem domains. This paper is authored by an employee(s) of the United States Government and is in the public domain. Non-exclusive copying or redistribution is allowed, provided that the article citation is given and the authors and agency are clearly identified as its source. As multiple science fields have started to use analytics for filtering results between coupled simulations (e.g. materials science or climate) or extracting interesting features from high throughput observations (e.g. telescopes, particle accelerators), there exists plenty incentive for the deployment of the existing large scale data analytics tools on High Performance Computing systems. Yet, most solutions are ad-hoc and data center frameworks have not gained traction in our community. In this paper we report our experiences porting and scaling Spark on two current very large scale Cray XC systems (Edison and Cori), deployed in production at National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) [2] .
In a distributed data center environment disk I/O is optimized for latency by using local disks and the network between nodes nodes is optimized primarily for bandwidth. In contrast, HPC systems use a global parallel file system, with no local storage: disk I/O is optimized primarily for bandwidth, while the network is optimized for latency. Our initial expectation, was that after porting Spark to Cray, we can then couple large scale simulations using O(10 4 ) cores, benchmark and start optimizing it to exploit the strengths of HPC hardware: low latency networking and tightly coupled global name spaces on disk and in memory.
We ported Spark to run on the Cray XC family in Extreme Scalability Mode (ESM) and started by calibrating single node performance when using the Lustre [7] global file system against that of an workstation with local SSDs: in this configuration a Cray node performed up to 4⇥ slower than the workstation. Unlike clouds, where due to the presence of local disks Spark shu✏e performance is dominated by the network [25] , file system metadata performance initially dominates on HPC systems. Perhaps expected by parallel I/O experts [21] , the determining performance factor is the file system metadata latency (e.g. occurring in fopen), rather than the latency or bandwidth of read or write operations. We found the magnitude of this problem surprising, even at small scale. Scalability of Spark when using the back-end Lustre file system is limited to O(10 2 ) cores. After instrumenting Spark and the domain libraries evaluated (Spark SQL, GraphX), the conclusion was that a solution has to handle both high level domain libraries (e.g. Parquet data readers or application input stage) and the Spark internals. We calibrated single node performance, then we performed strong and weak scaling studies on both systems. We evaluate software techniques to alleviate the single node performance gap in the presence of a parallel file system:
• First and most obvious configuration is to use a local file system, in main memory or mounted to a single Lustre file, to handle the intermediate results generated during the computation. While this configuration does not handle the application level I/O, it improves performance during the Map and Reduce phases and a single Cray node can match the workstation performance. This configuration enables scaling up to 10,000 cores and beyond, for more details see Section 5.3. We have extended and released the Shifter [18] container framework for Cray XC with this functionality. Deploying Spark on Shifter has unexpected benefits for the JVM performance and we observe 16% performance improvements when running in memory on ⇡ 10,000 cores.
• As the execution during both application initialization and inside Spark opens the same file multiple times, we explore "caching" solutions to eliminate file metadata operations. In Spark, the number of files used grows linearly with the number of cores, while the number of file opens grows quadratically with cores. We developed a layer to intercept and cache file metadata operations at both levels. A single Cray node with pooling also matches workstation performance and overall we see scalability up to 10,000 cores. Combining pooling with local file systems also improves performance (up to 17%) by eliminating system calls during execution.
On Cori we also evaluate a layer of non-volatile storage (BurstBuffer) that sits between the processors' memory and the parallel file system, specifically designed to accelerate I/O performance. Performance when using it is better than Lustre (by 3.5⇥ on 16 nodes), but slower than RAMbacked file systems (by 1.2⇥), for GroupBy, a metadataheavy benchmark. With BurstBuffer we can scale Spark only up to 1,200 cores. The improvements come from better fopen scalability, rather than read/write latency and illustrate the principle that optimizing for the tail is important at scale: the BurstBuffer median open latency is higher than Lustre's, but its variance is much smaller than on Lustre.
Besides metadata latency, file system access latency in read and write operations may limit scalability. In our study, this became apparent when examining iterative algorithms. As described in Section 6, the Spark implementation of PageRank did not scale when solving problems that did not fit inside the node's main memory. The problem was the interplay between resilience mechanisms and block management inside the shu✏e stage in Spark, that generated a number of I/O requests that increased exponentially with iterations. This overwhelmed the centralized storage system. We fixed this particular case at the algorithmic level, but a more generic approach is desirable to cover the space of iterative methods.
Overall, our study indicates that scaling data analytics frameworks on HPC systems is likely to become feasible in the near future: a single HPC style architecture can serve both scientific and data intensive workloads. The solution requires a combination of hardware support, systems software configuration and (simple) engineering changes to Spark and application libraries. Metadata performance is already a concern for scientific workloads and HPC center operators are happily throwing more hardware at the problem. Hardware to increase the node local storage with large NVRAM will decrease both metadata and file access overhead through better caching close to the processors. Orthogonal software techniques, such the ones evaluated in this paper, can further reduce metadata impact. In fact, at the time of the publication, our colleagues at NERSC have demonstrated Spark runs at ⇡ 50, 000 cores using Shifter with our Lustre mounted local file system configuration. An engineering audit of the application libraries and the Spark internals will also eliminate many root causes of performance bottlenecks.
SPARK ARCHITECTURE
Apache Spark [32] and Hadoop [30] are open-source data analytics frameworks, designed to operate on datasets larger than can be processed on a single node while automatically providing for scheduling and load-balancing. They implement the Map-Reduce model [12] using an abstraction in which programs are expressed as data flow graphs. The nodes in the graph are of two types: map operations, which are purely local, and reduce operations, which can involve communication between nodes.
The traditional MapReduce framework [12] is limited to acyclic graphs, preventing e cient representation of iterative methods, and it uses data redundancy to provide resiliency. Spark can handle cyclic and acyclic graphs, and provides resiliency through resilient distributed datasets [31] (RDD), which carry su cient information (lineage) to recompute their contents. In particular, the ability to express iterative algorithms accelerated Spark's adoption.
Programs are expressed in terms of RDDs derived from transformations of other RDDs (e.g. Map) and actions (e.g. Reduce). The application developer can choose to request that certain RDDs be cached in memory or saved to disk. The developer therefore has to make decisions based on tradeo↵s between the costs of storage (in memory and time) and recomputation (in time). RDDs are lazily evaluated, which creates challenges [6] in attributing performance to particular lines or regions of code, as they do not execute until they are needed.
In Spark, the Master node executes a driver program, which creates the data flow graph by applying transformations and actions to RDDs, and partitions ownership of data to worker nodes within the cluster. When the result of an uncomputed RDD partition is needed, a job is created, consisting of multiple stages. Within a stage, only intra-partition communication can occur. All inter-partition communication happens at stage boundaries, through a process called shu✏ing, as shown in Figure 1 . By deferring any computation until a result is needed, the scheduler can schedule work to compute only what is necessary to produce the result. In the event of the loss of a partition, only that partition needs to be recomputed.
Data Movement in Spark
Data movement is one of the performance determining factors in any large scale system. In Spark, data is logically split into partitions, which have an associated worker task. A partition is subdivided into blocks: a block is the unit of data movement and execution. Figure 2 shows the interaction of the Spark compute engine with the block and shu✏e managers, which control data movement. The BlockManager handles application level input and output data, as well as intermediate data within the Map stages. The Shuf- Data Objects and Naming: Spark manipulates data with global scope, as well as local scope. Application level data (RDDs) are using a global naming space, intermediate data blocks generated throughout execution have a local scope and naming scheme. Objects may exceed the capacity of the physical memory and need to be e ciently moved through the storage hierarchy; the typical challenge when managing naming schemes is mismatch with underlying system architecture. For instance, when global object is distributed (partitioned) across multiple storage spaces a long latency naming service may be needed to locate its physical location. Conversely, any locally named object stored in a physically shared storage may experience undue contention while servicing requests. A current research direction in the Spark community is providing an e cient global naming service, which can reduce network tra c. Note that the global file system in HPC installations provides global naming.
Vertical Data Movement: Vertical data movement refers to the movement through the entire memory hierarchy, including persistent storage. It is needed to move input data blocks into the memory for processing and for storing output data to the persistent storage. To minimize vertical movement for RDDs, Spark allows persisting data in the fast level of memory. As fast memory is capacity constrained, the Spark runtime assigns the task of moving objects across the memory hierarchy to a block manager. Whenever the working set size (input data or intermediate results) exceeds memory capacity, the block manager may trigger vertical data movement. The block manager may also decide to drop a block, in which case its later access may trigger additional vertical data movement for recomputation. Research e↵orts such as Tachyon [19] aim to reduce expensive (to storage) vertical data movement by replacing it with horizontal (inter-node) data movement. In network-based storage systems, a critical [4, 8] component to the performance of vertical data movement is the file setup stage (communication with the metadata servers).
Horizontal Data Movement -Block Shu✏ing: The horizontal data movement refers to the shu✏e communication phase between compute nodes. Spark assigns the horizontal data movement to the shu✏e manager and the block manager. A horizontal data movement request of a block could trigger a vertical data movement because a block may not be resident in memory. Optimizing the performance of horizontal data movement has been the subject of multiple studies [29, 17, 20] , in which hardware acceleration such as RDMA is used to reduce the communication cost. The benefit of these techniques is less profound on HPC systems with network-based storage [26] because the performance is dominated by vertical data movement.
System Architecture and Data Movement
Data centers have local storage attached to compute nodes. This enables fast vertical data movement and the number of storage disks scales linearly with the number nodes involved in the computation. Their bandwidth also scale with the number of compute nodes. The archetypal file system for data analytics is the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which aims to provide both fault tolerance and high throughput access to data. HDFS implements a simple coherency for write-once-read-many file access, which fits well the Spark and Hadoop processing models. In Spark with HDFS, global naming services are implemented in a client-server paradigm. A request is generated for the object owner, subject to the network latency. The owner services it, maybe subject to disk latency (or bandwidth) and the reply is subject to network latency (or bandwidth). Vertical data transfers access the local disk. Horizontal data are subject to network latency/bandwidth, as well as disk latency/bandwidth. HPC systems use dedicated I/O subsystems, where storage is attached to a "centralized" file system controller. Each and all nodes can see the same amount of storage, and bandwidth to storage is carefully provisioned for the system as a whole. Given that these network file servers are shared between many concurrently scheduled applications, the servers typically optimize for overall system throughput. As such individual applications may observe increase in latency and higher variability. The Lustre [7] architecture, presented in Figure 3 is carefully optimized for throughput and implements a generic many-write-many-read coherency protocol. The installation consists of clients, a Metadata service (MDS) and Object Storage service. The Metadata service contains Metadata Servers, which handle global naming and persistence and the Metadata Targets which provide the actual metadata storage (HDD/SSD). In Spark with Lustre, global naming services access the metadata servers and are subject to network latency and MDS latency. Most existing Lustre installations in production (prior to Lustre 2.6) use a single MDS, only very recent installations [1, 10] use multi- ple MDSes for improved scalability. Vertical data transfers are served by the Object Storage service, which contains the object Storage Server (OSS) and the Object Storage Target (OST), the HDD/SSD that stores the data. Bandwidth is provisioned in large scale installations by adding additional OSSes.
In our quest to introduce Spark into the HPC community there are two main questions to answer.
1. How does the di↵erences in architecture between data centers and HPC influence performance?
Previous performance studies of Spark in data center environments [25] indicate that its performance is dominated by the network, through careful optimizations to minimize vertical data movement and maximize the memory resident working set. Ousterhout et al. [23] analyzed the performance of the Big Data Benchmark [28] on 5 Amazon EC2 nodes, for a total of 40 cores, and the TPC-DS benchmark [24] on 20 nodes (160 cores) on EC2. These benchmarks both use Spark SQL [5] , which allows SQL queries to be performed over RDDs. By instrumenting the Spark runtime, they were able to attribute time spent in tasks to several factors, including network and disk I/O and computation. They found that, contrary to popular wisdom about data analytics workflow, that disk I/O is not particularly important: when all work is done on disk, the median speedup from eliminating disk I/O entirely was only 19%, and, more importantly, when all RDDs are persisted to memory, only a 2-5% improvement was achieved from eliminating disk I/O. Upon introduction to HPC systems, we similarly need to understand whether access to storage or network performance dominates within Spark.
2. What HPC specific features can we exploit to boost Spark performance? Previous work optimizing data analytics frameworks on HPC systems [20, 17] proposes moving away from the client-server distributed paradigm and exploiting the global file name space already available or Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) functionality. Upon introduction to HPC systems, we are interesting in evaluating the potential for performance improvement of adopting such techniques into Spark. Besides providing an initial guide to system researchers, we are also interested in providing configuration guidelines to users and system operators.
We explore these questions using three benchmarks selected to cover the performance space: 1) BigData Benchmark uses SparkSQL [5] and stresses vertical data movement; 2) GroupBy is a core Spark benchmark designed to capture the worst case scenario for shu✏e performance, it stresses both horizontal and vertical data movement; and 3)
PageRank is an iterative algorithm from GraphX [14] and stresses vertical data movement. Cray provides a Cluster Compatibility Mode (CCM) for compute jobs requiring specialized services, such as secure connection, etc. CCM runs Linux and allows an easy path to configure Spark, but imposes limits on the number of nodes per job. More importantly, it disables network transfer mechanisms accelerated by the Aries hardware.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this study, we ported Spark 1.5.0 to run on the Cray Extreme Scalability Mode (ESM) to allow better scaling of resources. In ESM, a lightweight kernel runs on the compute nodes and the application has full access to Aries. Spark 1.6 has been subsequently released: as file I/O patterns did not change the optimizations we describe in this paper remain applicable to it. We use one manager per compute node, based on YARN 2.4.1. This required additional porting efforts to allow TCP-based services. Compared to Spark's standalone scheduler, YARN allows better control of the resources allocated in each node. The Mesos [16] resource manager provides similar control as YARN, but requires administrative privilege. Job admission is done through a resource manager on the front-end node where Spark runs as a YARN client with exclusive access to all resources.
Both Edison and Cori use the Lustre file system. On Edison, the Lustre file system is backed by a single metadata server (MDS) and a single metadata target (MDT) per file system. On Cori, a master MDS is assisted by a 4 additional Distributed Namespace (DNE) MDSes. The DNEs do not yet support full functionality, and for all Spark concerns Cori performs as a single MDS system.
On Cori we also evaluate a layer of non-volatile storage (BurstBuffer) that sits between the processors' memory and the parallel file system, specifically designed to accelerate I/O performance. The NERSC hardware is based on Cray DataWarp and presented in Figures 4 and 5. The flash memory for Cray DataWarp is attached to Burst Bu↵er nodes that are packaged two nodes to a blade. Each Burst Bu↵er node contains a Xeon processor 64 GB of DDR3 mem-ory, and two 3.2 TB NAND flash SSD modules attached over two PCIe gen3 x8 interfaces. Each Burst Bu↵er node is attached to a Cray Aries network interconnect over a PCIe gen3 x16 interface. Each Burst Bu↵er node provides approximately 6.4 TB of usable capacity and a peak of approximately 5.7 GB/sec of sequential read and write bandwidth. The BurstBuffer nodes can be accessed from the compute nodes in private mode and in striped mode. Ours is the first evaluation on such technology at scale. However, since the hardware is new and not tuned yet for production, the BurstBuffer results are only indications of its potential and it features; we expect them to evolve and improve.
We evaluate BigData Benchmark, GroupBy and PageRank in both weak and strong scaling experiments. Together they provide good coverage of the important performance factors in Spark. BigData Benchmark has inputs up to five nodes and we'll concentrate the node level performance discussion around it. GroupBy scales and we evaluate it up to 10,240 cores. For PageRank we have only small inputs available and evaluate it only up to 8 nodes. Each benchmark has been executed at least five times and we report mean performance. Some BurstBuffer experiments were very noisy and we report only the best performance.
SINGLE NODE PERFORMANCE
To calibrate initial performance, we evaluated a single node of Cori and Edison against a local workstation with fast SSDs: eight 3.5GHz Xeon i7-3770K cores with 1TB fast SSD. Figure 6 shows the performance of queries 1-3 of the Big Data Benchmark [28] using both on-disk and in-memory modes. The results are quite similar on Edison and Cori. As shown, a single node of Edison when running with eight cores and accessing the file system is roughly twice as slow than the workstation. When data is preloaded in memory, eight cores of Edison match the workstation performance; this is expected as the workstation contains server grade CPUs. When scaling up the Edison node and using all 24 cores, performance is still 50% slower than the workstation. This slowdown is entirely attributed to the file system; performance scales with cores when running with data preloaded in memory, as illustrated when comparing eight cores with the full node performance. The Big Data Benchmark illustrates the application level I/O bottlenecks. At this stage, the number of open operations is linear in the number of partitions. The dataset for Query 1 consists of a single directory containing one data file per partition in Parquet format: there are 3,977 partitions/files. Each file is accompanied by a checksum file used to verify data integrity. These all must be opened, so a minimum of 7,954 file opens must occur to run Query 1. The data format readers are designed to operate in series in a state-free manner. In the first step, the data and checksum files are opened and read, the checksums are calculated are compared, and the data and checksum files are closed, completing the first task. Then, each partition file is opened and the footer, containing column metadata, is read, and the partition file is closed, completing the second task. Finally, the partition file is opened again, the column values are read, and the partition file is closed again, for a total for four file opens per partition, or 15,908 file opens.
SCALING CONCERNS
On a data center system architecture with local disks, one does not expect file open (or create) time to have a large effect on the overall time to job completion. Thus, Spark and the associated domain libraries implement stateless operation for resilience and elastic parallelism purposes by opening and closing the files involved in each individual data access: file metadata operations are a scalability bottleneck on our HPC systems. Any e↵ort scaling Spark up and out on an HPC installation has first to address this concern.
There are several Spark configuration alternatives that affect file I/O behavior. We were first interested to determine if the larger number of cores in a HPC node allows for a degree of oversubscription (partitions per core) high enough to hide the MDS latency. We have systematically explored consolidation, speculation, varying the number of partitions and data block sizes to no avail.
In the time honed HPC tradition, one solution is to throw bigger and better hardware at the problem. The first aspect is to exploit the higher core concurrency present in HPC systems. As the previous Section shows, increasing 1 the number of cores per node does improve performance, but not enough to mitigate the e↵ects of the file system.
For the Lustre installations evaluated, metadata performance is determined by the MDS hardware configuration. Although Cori contains multiple MDSes, the current Lustre 2.6 version does not exploit them well 2 and performance for the Spark workload is identical to that of a single MDS. When comparing Cori with Edison, the former contains newer hardware and exhibits lower metadata access latency (median 270µs on Cori vs 338µs on Edison), still when using the full node (32 and 24 cores) both are at best 50% slower than a eight core workstation. Enabling multiple MDSes will improve scalability but not the latency of an operation [10] , thus over-provisioning the Lustre metadata service is unlikely to provide satisfactory per node performance.
A third hardware solution is provided by the BurstBuffer I/O subsystem installed in Cori. This large NVRAM array situated close to the CPU is designed to improve throughput for small I/O operations and for pre-staging of data. The question still remains if it is well suited for the access patterns performed by Spark.
Besides hardware, software techniques can alleviate some of the metadata performance bottlenecks. The first and most obvious solution is to use a memory mapped file system (e.g. /dev/shm) as the secondary storage target for Spark. Subject to physical memory constraints, this will eliminate a large fraction of the tra c to the back-end storage system. In the rest of this paper, we will refer to this configuration as ramdisk. Note that this is a user level technique and there are several limitations: 1) the job crashes when memory is exhausted; and 2) since data is not written to disk it does not provide any resilience and persistence guarantees.
HPC applications run in-memory so it may seem that ramdisk provides a solution. For medium to large problems and long running iterative algorithms Spark will fail during execution when using ramdisk, due to lax garbage collection in the block and shu✏e managers. To accommodate large problems we evaluate a configuration where a local file system is mounted and backed by a Lustre file, referred to as lustremount. This requires administrative privilege on the systems and due to operational concerns we were initially granted access to only one node. Based on the results of this study, this capability was added to Shifter [18] , which is NERSC developed software that enables Docker containers to be run on shared HPC systems.
To understand scaling with large problems we develop a software caching layer for the file system metadata, described in Section 5.2. In the rest of this paper we refer to this configuration as filepool. This is a user level approach orthogonal to the solutions that mount a local file system. Since data is stored on Lustre, filepool provides resilience and persistence guarantees.
I/O Scaling in Spark
I/O overhead occurs due to metadata operations, as well as proper data access read/write operations. All these operations occur in both the application level I/O, as well as inside Spark for memory constrained problems or during the shu✏e stage.
In Section 4 we have illustrated the impact of fopen metadata operations on the performance of BigData Benchmark.. There, the benchmark performed during the application input stage a number of open operations linear in the number of partitions O(partitions). Big Data Benchmark did not involve a large amount of shu✏e data.
Because Spark allows partitions to be cached in memory, slow reading of the initial data is not necessarily problematic, particularly in an interactive session in which multiple queries are being performed against the same data. Assuming that the working set fits in memory, disk access for input data can be avoided except for the first query. In this case, the BurstBuffer can be also used for data pre-staging. In Figure 8 we show the scalability of the GroupBy benchmark up to 16 nodes (384 cores) on Edison for a weak scaling experiment where the problem is chosen small enough to fit entirely in memory.
GroupBy measures worst-case shu✏e performance: a wide shu✏e in which every partition must exchange data with every other partition. The benchmark generates key-value pairs locally within each partition and then performs a shuffle to consolidate the values for each key. The shu✏e process has two parts: in the first (map) part, each node sorts the data by key and writes the data for each partition to a partition-specific file. This is the local task prior to the stage boundary in Figure 1 . In the second (reduce) part, each node reads locally-available data from the locally-written shu✏e files and issues network requests for non-local data. This is the global task after the stage boundary in Figure 1 .
When running entirely in memory (ramdisk) performance scales with nodes, while scalability is poor when using Lustre. As illustrated, the Map phase scales on Lustre, while the Shu✏e phase does not. For reference, on the workstation, mean task duration is 1,618 ms for ramdisk and 1,636 ms for local disk. On the Edison node, mean task duration was 1,540 ms for ramdisk and 3,228 ms for Lustre.
We instrumented Spark's Shu✏e Manager component to track file I/O operations. During the write phase of the shu✏e, a shu✏e file is created for each partition, and each shu✏e file is written to as many times as there are partitions. An index file is also written, which contains a map from keys to a shu✏e file and o↵set. During the read phase, for each local partition to read and each remote request received, the index file is opened, data is read to locate the appropriate shu✏e data file, which is then opened, read, and closed. The number of file open operations during the shu✏e is quadratic in the number of partitions O(partitions 2 ). To enable load balancing, the Spark documentation suggests a default number of partitions as 4x the number of cores. On 16 nodes of Edison, with a total of 384 cores, then, we have 1,536 partitions, giving us 1,536 shu✏e data files, each of which is opened 1,536 times during the write phase and another 1,536 times during the read phase, resulting in 4,718,592 file open. Not only is the number of file opens is quadratic in partitions, but the cost per file open also grows as we add nodes, as shown in Figure 9 .
As the number of file I/O operations is linear with the number of partitions/cores during the application I/O and quadratic during the shu✏e stage, in the rest of paper we concentrate the evaluation on the shu✏e stage. As for each read/write operation Spark will perform a file open, the performance ratio of these operations is an indicator of scalability. Figure 10 shows the performance penalty incurred by repeatedly opening a file, performing one read of the indicated size, and closing the file, versus opening the file once, performing many reads of the indicated size, and closing the file. Using many open-read-close cycles on a workstation with a local disk is 6⇥ slower for 1 KB reads than opening once and performing many reads, while on Edison with Lustre, many open-read-close cycles is 56⇥ slower than opening once and reading many times. Lustre on Cori is similar, while the Burst Bu↵ers in striped mode reduce the penalty to as low as 16⇥. All of the filesystems available on our HPC systems incur a substantial penalty from open-per-read.
The scalability problems caused by the large number of file opens are exacerbated by the potentially small size of each read. Many data analytics applications have a structure in which many keys are associated with a small number of values. For example in PageRank, most write operations are smaller than 1KB. This reflects the structure of the data, as most websites have few incoming links. The data is structures as key-value pairs with a site's URL as the key and a list of incoming links as the value, so most values are short. 
Improving Metadata Performance With File Pooling
For problems small enough to fit in the main memory, the ramdisk Spark configuration scales. However, in our experiments many large problems ran out of memory at runtime, particularly iterative algorithms where the block garbage collection inside the shu✏e manager is not aggressive.
In order to accommodate large problems at scale we have simply chosen to add a layer for pooling and caching open file descriptors within Spark. All tasks within an Executor (node) share a descriptor pool. We redefine FileInputStream and FileOutputStream to access the pool for open and close operations. Once a file is opened, subsequent close operations are ignored and the descriptor is cached in the pool. For any subsequent opens, if the descriptor is available we simply pass it to the application. To facilitate multiple readers, if a file is requested while being used by another task, we simply reopen it and insert it into the pool.
This descriptor cache is subject to capacity constraints as there are limits on the number of Inodes within the node OS image, as well as site-wide Lustre limits on the number of files open for a given job. In the current implementation, each Executor is assigned its proportional number of entries subject to these constraints.
We evaluated a statically sized file pool using two eviction policies to solve capacity conflicts: LIFO and FIFO. For brevity we omit detailed results and note that LIFO provides best performance for the shu✏e stage. As results indicate, this simple implementation enables Spark to scale.
Further refinements are certainly possible. Application I/O files can be easily distinguished from intermediate shuffle files and can be allocated from a smaller pool, using FIFO. Within the shu✏e, we can tailor the eviction policy based on the shu✏e manager behavior, e.g. when a block is dropped from memory the files included in its lineage are likely to be accessed together in time during recomputation.
Running out of Inodes aborts execution so in our implementation a task blocks when trying to open a file and the pool descriptor is filled at capacity. As this can lead to livelock, we have audited the Spark implementation and confirmed with traces that the implementation paradigm is to open a single file at a time, so livelock cannot occur.
Impact of Metadata Access Latency on Scalability
In Figure 11 we show the single node performance on Cori in all configurations. As shown, using the back-end Lustre file system is the slowest, by as much as 7⇥ when compared to the best configuration. Both file system configurations improve performance significantly by reducing the overhead of calls to open files: ramdisk is up to ⇡ 7.7⇥ faster and lustremount is ⇡ 6.6⇥ faster than Lustre.
filepool also improves performance in all cases. It is ⇡ 2.2⇥ faster than Lustre, and interestingly enough is speeds up the other two configurations. For example, for GroupBy where each task performs O(partitions 2 ) file opens, adding pooling to the "local" file system (e.g. ramdisk+filepool) improves performance by ⇡ 15%. The performance improvements are attributed to the lower number of open system calls. For PageRank and BigData Benchmark the improvements are a more modest 1% and 2% respectively. As it never degraded performance, this argues for running in configurations where our filepool implementation itself or a user level file system is interposed between Spark and any other "local" file systems used for shu✏e data management.
For all configurations the performance improvements are proportional to the number of file opens during the shu✏e stage: GroupBy is quadratic in partitions while in PageRank it is a function of the graph structure.
In Figure 12 we show the scalability of GroupBy up to eight nodes (256 cores). We present the average task time and within it, distinguish between time spent in serialization (Serialization), disk access together with network access (Fetch) and application level computation (App). ramdisk is fastest, up to 6⇥ when compared to Lustre. filepool is slower than ramdisk, but still significantly faster than Lustre, up to 4⇥. The performance di↵erences between ramdisk and filepool increase with the scale: while system call overhead is constant, metadata latency performance degrades. When combining filepool with lustremount we observe performance improvements ranging from 17% on one node to 2% on 16 nodes.
In Figure 13 we present scalability for PageRank (left) and BigData Benchmark (right). As mentioned, the inputs for these benchmarks are not very large and we scale up to 8 nodes. The trends for PageRank are similar to GroupBy and we observe very good performance improvements from filepool and ramdisk. The improvements from combining pooling with ramdisk are up to 3%. In addition, when strong scaling PageRank the performance of ramdisk improves only slightly with scale (up to 25%), while configurations that touch the file system (Lustre and BurstBuffer) improve by as much as 3.5⇥. The gains are explained by better parallelism in the read/write operations during shu✏e.
The performance of BigData Benchmark is least a↵ected by any of our optimizations. This is because behavior is dominated by the initial application level I/O stage, which we did not optimize. This is the case where ramdisk helps the least and further performance improvements can be had only by applying the file pooling optimization or lustremount. BigData Benchmark illustrates the fact that any optimizations have to address in shu✏e in conjunction with the application level I/O. When using the Yarn resource manager we could not e↵ec-tively scale Spark up to more than 16 nodes on either Edison or Cori. The application runs but executors are very late in joining the job and repeatedly disappear during execution. Thus the execution while reserving the initially requested number of nodes, proceeds on far fewer. After exhausting timeout configuration parameters, we are still investigating the cause.
For larger scale experiments we had to use the Spark standalone scheduler, results presented in Figure 12 right. While Yarn runs one executor (process) per node, the Spark manager runs one executor per core. The Lustre configuration stops scaling at 512 cores. The standalone scheduler limits the the performance impact of our file pooling technique: with Yarn we provide a per node cache while with the standalone scheduler we provide a per core cache. This is reflected in the results: while with YARN filepool scales similarly to ramdisk, it now scales similarly to Lustre and we observe speedup only as high as 30%. Note that filepool can be reimplemented for the standalone scheduler, in which case we expect it to behave again like ramdisk.
As illustrated in Figure 14 we successfully (weak) scaled ramdisk up to 10,240 cores. Lustre does not scale past 20 nodes, where we start observing failures and job timeouts. When running on the BurstBuffer we observe scalability up 80 nodes (2,560 cores), after which jobs abort. Note that BurstBuffer performance is highly variable at scale and we report the best performance observed across all experiments. Figure 15 compares Lustre, ramdisk and lustremount. To use lustremount on more than one node, we run Spark inside a Shifter user-defined image. With Shifter, each node mounts a single image containing JVM and Spark installations in read-only mode and a per-node read/write loopback file system. Because the JVM and Spark are stored on a file-backed filesystem in Shifter, file opens required to load shared libraries, Java class files, and Spark configuration files are also o✏oaded from the metadata server, improving performance over configurations where Spark is installed on the Lustre filesystem. Identically configured GroupBy benchmarks running on ramdisk with Spark running in Shifter is up to 16% faster than than with Spark itself installed on Lustre. In addition, since the mount is private to a single node, the kernel bu↵er cache and directory entry cache can safely cache metadata blocks and directory entries. This can significantly reduce the number of metadata operations and improves performance for small I/O operations. For the lustremount implementation in Shifter initializes a sparse file in the Lustre file system for each node in the Spark cluster. These files are then formatted as XFS file systems and mounted as a loop back mount during job launch. Unlike using ramdisk, the lustremount approach is not limited to the memory size of the node and it doesn't take away memory resources from the application. Using lustremount we can scale up to 10,240 cores, with time to completion only 13% slower than ramdisk at 10,240 cores. 
Impact of BurstBuffer on Scalability
The BurstBuffer hardware provides two operating modes, private where files are stored on a single blade (device) and striped where files are stored across multiple blades.
In Figure 7 we present the metadata latency and read operations latency for a single node run of BigData Benchmark. As illustrated, the mean time per operation when using the BurstBuffer is higher than the back-end Lustre in both striped and private mode. This is expected as interposing the BurstBuffer layer between processors and Lustre can only increase latency. On the other hand the variance is reduced 5⇥ compared to Lustre. When comparing striped mode with the private mode for BigData Benchmark striped exhibits 15% lower variance than private.
Higher latency per operation a↵ects performance at small scale and Spark single node performance with BurstBuffer is slightly worse than going directly to Lustre. On the other hand, lower variability translates directly in better scaling as illustrated in Figures 9 and 12 . Up to 40 nodes (1,280 cores) BurstBuffer provides performance comparable to running in memory with ramdisk. As expected, the configuration with lower variability (striped) exhibits better scalability than private mode. This is a direct illustration of the need to optimize for the tail latency at scale.
IMPROVING SHUFFLE SCALABILITY WITH BETTER BLOCK MANAGEMENT
Even when running using a good configuration available, e.g. filepool+ramdisk, some algorithms may not scale due to the memory management within the shu✏e manager, which introduces excessive vertical data movement. The behavior of the PageRank algorithm illustrates this.
In Figure 16 left we show the evolution of the algorithm for a problem that fits entirely in main memory on one node of Edison. We plot both memory usage and the duration of an iteration over the execution. As shown, execution proceeds at a steady rate in both memory and time. On the right hand side of the figure, we plot the evolution of the algorithm when the working set does not fit in the main memory. As illustrated, each iteration becomes progressively slower and each iteration takes double the amount of its predecessor. The same behavior is observed on the workstation, albeit less severe.
After investigation using the instrumentation framework already developed, we observed that during constrained execution the amount of data read from disk grows at a rate two orders of magnitude higher than during unconstrained execution. After further investigation, we attributed the root cause of the problem to the shu✏e block manager. Whenever running out of memory, the block manager evicts the least recently used block. The first subsequent access to the evicted block triggers recomputation, which evicts another block needed for the partial solution which in turn triggers recomputation and eviction of blocks needed. This results in orders of magnitude increases in vertical data movement, as illustrated in Figure 17 . This behavior a↵ects the scaling of iterative algorithms on all systems and it should be fixed. In the data center it is less pronounced as local disks are better at latency. As shown, it is very pronounced on our HPC systems. One lesson here is that because storage behaves di↵erently, in particular for small requests, there exists incentive to specifically tune the shu✏e block manager for HPC.
For the PageRank algorithm we have actually an algorithmic fix which involves marking as persistent the intermediate result RDDs from each iteration. This causes Spark to write them to the back-end storage. Upon eviction, a persistent block is read from storage instead of being recomputed. Figure 18 shows the performance of the fixed PageRank algorithm and we observe performance improvements as high as 11⇥. Note that all the performance findings in this paper are reported on this fixed algorithm. The original GraphX implementation does not scale beyond a single node on our systems.
There are two possible generic solutions to this problem. First, we could implement a system which tracks how often shu✏e data must be reread from disk and automatically persist partitions that depend on that data when a threshold is exceeded. Second, we could track the cost of recomputing and rereading the lineage of an RDD and, rather than evicting on a least-recently-used basis, instead evict the block which will have the lowest recompute or reread cost.
Note that we were initially interested in evaluating the spark-perf machine learning benchmark suite [3] for this study. Due to this problem with iterative algorithms, we postponed the evaluation to the time when we can consider the aforementioned fix in the shu✏e manager.
DISCUSSION
Metadata latency and its relative lack of scalability is a problem common to other [4, 8] parallel file systems used in HPC installations. The shu✏e stage is at worst quadratic with cores in file open operations, thus metadata latency can dominate Spark performance. We believe our findings to be of interest to more than Cray with Lustre HPC users and operators. While Spark requires file I/O only for the shu✏e phase, Hadoop requires file I/O for both map and reduce phases and also su↵ers from poor performance when run without local storage [26] . Our techniques may therefore also be applicable to Hadoop on HPC systems. The hardware roadmap points towards improved performance and scalability. Better MDS hardware improves baseline performance (per operation latency), as illustrated by the di↵erences between Edison and Cori. Multiple MDSes will improve scalability. The current usage of BurstBuffer I/O acceleration on Cori, while it degrades baseline node performance, it improves scalability up to thousands of cores. Better performance from it can be expected shortly, as the next stage on the Cori software roadmap provides a caching mode for BurstBuffer which may alleviate some of the current latency problems. It may be the case that the BurstBuffer is too far from the main memory, or that it is shared by too many nodes for scales beyond O(10 3 ). The HPC node hardware evolution points towards large NVRAM deployed inside the nodes, which should provide scalability with no capacity constraints.
As our evaluation has shown, software approaches can definitely improve performance and scalability. Besides ours, there are several other e↵orts with direct bearing. Deploying Spark on Tachyon [19] with support for hierarchical storage will eliminate metadata operations. In fact, we have considered this option ourselves but at the time of the writing the current release of Tachyon, 0.8.2, does not fully support hierarchical storage (missing append). We expect its performance to fall in between that of our configuration with a local file system backed by Lustre and ramdisk+filepool. Note also that our findings in Section 6 about the necessity of improving block management during the shu✏e stage for iterative algorithms are directly applicable to Tachyon.
The Lustre roadmap also contains a shift to object based storage with local metadata. Meanwhile, developers [13, 26] have already started writing and tuning HDFS emulators for Lustre. The initial results are not encouraging and Lustre is faster than the HDFS emulator. We believe that the lustremount is the proper configuration for scalability.
The performance improvements due to filepool when using "local" file systems surprised us. This may come from the di↵erent kernel on the Cray compute nodes, or it may be a common trait when running in data center settings. As HPC workloads are not system call intensive, the compute node kernels such as Cray CNL may not be fully optimized for them. Running commercial data analytics workloads on HPC hardware may force the community to revisit this decision. It is definitely worth investigating system calls overhead and plugging in user level services (e.g. file systems) on commercial clouds.
Luu et al [21] discuss the performance of HPC applications based on six years of logs obtained from three supercomputing centers, including on Edison. Their evaluation indicates that there is commonality with the Spark behavior: HPC applications tend to spend 40% of their I/O time in metadata operations than in data access and they tend to use small data blocks. The magnitude of these operations in data analytics workloads should provide even more incentive to system developers to mitigate this overhead.
We are interested in extending this study with a comparison with Amazon EC2 to gain more quantitative insights into the performance di↵erences between systems with node attached storage and network attached storage. Without the optimizations suggested in this paper, the comparison would have favored data center architectures: low disk latency provides better node performance and masks the deficiencies in support for iterative algorithms. With our optimizations(filepool+lustremount), single node HPC performance becomes comparable and we can set to answer the question of the influence of system design and software configuration on scalability. We believe that we may have reached close to the point where horizontal data movement dominates in the HPC installations as well. Such a comparison can guide both system and software designers whether throughput optimizations in large installations need to be supplemented with latency optimization in order to support data analytics frameworks.
RELATED WORK
Optimizing data movement in Map-Reduce frameworks has been the subject of numerous recent studies [29, 17, 20, 11] . Hadoop introduced an interface for pluggable custom shu✏e [15, 29] for system specific optimizations. InfiniBand has been the target of most studies, due to its prevalence in both data centers and HPC systems. HDFS emulation layers have been developed for parallel filesystems such as PLFS [9] and PVFS [27] . These translate HDFS calls into corresponding parallel filesystem operations, managing readahead bu↵ering and the distribution (striping) of data across servers. In Spark, only input and output data is handled through the HDFS interface, while the intermediate shu✏e data is handled through the ordinary Java file API. Our work primarily optimizes intermediate shu✏e data storage.
Optimizing the communication between compute nodes (horizontal data movement) has been tackled through RDMAbased mechanisms [29, 17, 20] . In these studies, optimized RDMA shows its best benefit when the data is resident in memory. Therefore, only the last stage of the transfer is carried out using accelerated hardware support. The clientserver programming model is still employed to service requests because data are not guaranteed to be in memory. Performance is optimized through the use of bounded thread pool SEDA-based mechanism (to avoid overloading compute resources) [17] , or through the use of one server thread per connection [29] when enough cores are available.
As we use network-attached storage, the bottleneck shifts to the vertical data movement. A recent study by Cray on its XC30 system shows that an improved inter-node communication support for horizontal movement may not yield significant performance improvement [26] . Note that this study for Hadoop also recommends using memory based file systems for temporary storage.
Optimizing vertical movement, which is one of the main motivation for the introduction of Spark, has been addressed by the file consolidation optimization [11] and by optimizations to persist objects in memory whenever possible. Our experiments have been performed with consolidation. We have analyzed the benefits of extending the optimization from per-core consolidation to per-node consolidation. As this will reduce only the number of file creates and not the number of file opens, we have decided against it.
CONCLUSION
We ported and evaluated Spark on Cray XC systems developed in production at a large supercomputing center. Unlike data centers, where network performance dominates, the global file system metadata overhead in fopen dominates in the default configuration and limits scalability to O(100) cores. Configuring Spark to use "local" file systems for the shu✏e stage eliminates this problem and improves scalability to O(10,000) cores. As local file systems pose restrictions, we develop a user level file pooling layer that caches open files. This layer improves scalability in a similar manner to the local file systems. When combined with the local file system, the layer improves performance up to 15% by eliminating open system calls.
We also evaluate a configuration with SSDs attached closer to compute nodes for I/O acceleration. This degrades single node performance but improves out-of-the-box scalability from O(100) to O(1,000) cores. Since this is the first appearance of such system and its software is still evolving, it remains to be seen if orthogonal optimizations still need to be deployed with it.
Throughout our evaluation we have uncovered several problems that a↵ect scaling on HPC systems. Fixing the YARN resource manager and improving the block management in the shu✏e block manager will benefit performance.
Overall, we feel optimistic about the performance of data analytics frameworks in HPC environments. Our results are directly translatable to others, e.g. Hadoop. We scaled Spark up to O(10,000) cores and since, our NERSC colleagues have adopted the Shifter lustremount implementation and demonstrated runs up to 50,000 cores. Engineering work to address the problems we identified can only improve its performance. All that remains to be seen is if the initial performance and productivity advantages of Spark are enough to overcome the psychological HPC barrier of expecting bare-metal performance from any software library whatsoever.
